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        BOLA granola is fresh, healthy and handmade. 
All our granolas rely on oats, almonds and pumpkin seeds for hearty, high protein nutrition and fresh, nutty flavor. Our roots go back decades, but we still make BOLA granola in small batches, carefully mixing, baking and packaging each bag.
Enjoy your BOLA granola – toasty Original salty sweet GLUTEN-FREE or all maple Barely Sweet. This is nourishment greater than the sum of its parts.To get it any fresher, you’d have to make it yourself!
Shop now to order our handmade granola!
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            Give the gift of fresh, healthy and handmade BOLA granola.  Our roots go back decades, but we still make BOLA granola in small batches, carefully mixing, baking and packaging each bag. This is nourishment greater than the sum of its parts.
 

***Recommended use within (1) year.
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          © BOLA granola

                      BOLA granola wasn’t born yesterday. Our roots go back decades, from a pottery camp in California across the country to my kitchen in the Berkshire Hills and to our BOLA granola bakery here at the foot of Monument Mountain.
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